Experimental Design and Molecular Dynamics in Herbal Plant Processing: A Review
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Herbal plant currently has become significant and widely known due to its extensive sources of therapeutic phytochemicals agents. The practice of herbal plant as remedy has been adapted since thousands of years by ancient civilization such China, Mesopotamia, Egypt and India [1]. Unlike the modern drugs, treatment with herbal plant possess a range of therapeutic value and considered as safe since there is no or minimal side effect [2]. Previous study had proven that herbal plant able to treat ailment such as fever, antihypersensitive, diabetes, diarrhoea and even cancer [3]. Based on present-day scenario, the used of herbal plant as a therapeutic agent had increased mainly due to growing recognition and claim that herbal based product are safe, effective, non-toxic and minimal side effect as these remedies are in sync with nature. On the other side, the implementation of herbal plant in treating ailment seems to be a promising alternative for entire community as it is easily available, affordable and also cultural acceptability. Recently, World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that more that 80% of the world population rely on herbal medicine for some part of their healthcare [2]. As for that, emerging for continous research and development for herbal plant is crucial as the demand increases throughout the year. In plant processing research, numerous experimental design has been practiced and implemented. There are various well known methods available in designing the experiment. Experimental designs are one of being frequently used for the optimization of different operating condition of various process and for improving the extraction performance, as well as achieving high extraction efficiency [4]. Application of experimental design is the most effective way to identify and optimize the significant factors and to achive a competent result by few experimental design trial. Hence, the experimental design can be design as an approach to solve the problem systematically and it is applied to collect data and to analyze data to obtain information rich results. Optimum and valid results with less number of experiments, time and resources are the primary objectives of applying the experimental design in herbal processing. In designing experiment using experimental design, investigators deliberately maneuver one or several predetermined factors to know their impact on experiment outcome. The computer simulation is a new evolving experimental tool that attracts scientist attention due to its ability to produce information at molecular level such as structure, dynamics, and thermodynamics of materials or biological systems. Moreover, computer simulation can also provide average prediction results for a new theory or process [5]. Recently, computer simulation, namely molecular dynamics simulation has been employed in various studies such as extraction, crystallization and membrane development [5-7]. This approach is ideally suitable to examine the intra and intermolecular interaction with different materials based on radial distribution function (RDF) analysis. Figure 1 illustrated the simulation of herbal plant processing. Hence, this article aim to review the up-to-date summary of the experimental design and molecular dynamics study implemented and available for various herbal plants processing.
Fig. 1: Molecular dynamics simulation box of herbal plant bioactive compound in selected solvent system.
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